An enhanced multi-chemo-physical model for the time-dependent deformation of concrete is proposed based on thermodynamic state of moisture in micro-pores. The moisture migration mechanism is divided into 1) moisture transport through CSH gel grains and 2) water in motion within the inter-particle spaces of hydrate micro-products. The new kinematic model makes it possible to simulate both long-and short-term concrete creep. An enhanced mechanistic law of stress path dependency is introduced to cope with a wide variety of stress and ambient histories as well. Time-dependency at elevated temperature is also investigated with current high-accuracy thermo-hygro dynamics. The instantaneous plasticity in direct connection with evaporating moisture from CSH crystal inter-layers is incorporated into the predictive system. Although some mechanisms remain unverified, drying shrinkage and creep at high temperature are fairly simulated.
Introduction
The time-dependent deformation of solidifying cemented composites is significant and can seriously affect structural performance and service life. A number of investigations of the phenomenon are reported and several predictive models have been developed for creep and shrinkage , 1979 , Bazant and Prasannan 1989 , Lokhorst and Breugel 1997 , Zhu et al. 2004 . It has been revealed that shrinkage and creep of concrete are associated with the state of moisture in the pores (Bazant 1988 , Neville 1970 , 1995 , Wittmann 1982 . However, it remained rather difficult to comprehensively associate time-dependency with moisture potentials in concrete pores, because of the complexity of mutually coupled chemo-physical phenomena such as cement hydration, pore structure formation and pore pressure.
In the past decade, a multi-scale, multi-chemo physical approach has been developed for moisture in concrete. , Mabrouk et al. (2004) and Zhu et al. (2004) have proposed a multi-scale constitutive model of solidifying concrete, which has been integrated into the thermo-dynamic simulator named DuCOM (Maekawa et al. 1999) . This computational system aims to evaluate structural performance over the whole service life. By coupling micro-chemo physical information provided by DuCOM with a structural analysis program named COM3 , consistent simulation of shrinkage, creep and cracking is possible under any ambient and mechanical boundary conditions.
Since the driving forces of time-dependency are explicitly given, the overall deformation is not necessarily separated into components of creep and shrinkage. This means that the structural responses can be obtained directly with information on mix proportion, structural details and boundary conditions. A reasonable simulation is currently obtained under constant normal temperature and simple stress histories. However, long-term prediction is still unsatisfactory, and drying shrinkage and creep at high temperature are not deeply discussed yet.
The aim of this study is to enhance the original multi-scale, micro-chemo physical constitutive model of concrete in view of more generic temperature and moisture histories. The authors apply the latest theoretical model of moisture equilibrium and transport under arbitrary temperature conditions to secure a more exact micro-mechanism of CSH solids.
A Unified solidification model
This section simply summarizes the multi-scale constitutive model that forms the basis of this study and that was originally presented by Mabrouk et al. (2004) and Zhu et al. (2004) . Further details can be found in the literature.
The model idealizes concrete as a two-phase composite consisting of suspended elastic aggregate particles and a cement paste matrix. The process of cement paste solidification is expressed as the progressive formation of finite fictitious clusters (Bazant and Prasannan 1989) . The number of clusters is proportional to the growth of structure in the hydrating cement paste, as shown in Fig. 1 . The instantaneous stiffness of the cement is consistently associated with the integral of each cluster to which the time-dependent constitutive modeling of CSH hydrate is 1 applied. The stress in the cement paste is computed as the summation of stresses over all clusters. Both volumetric and deviatoric terms of stress and strain are computed in consideration of interactions between aggregate particles and the cement paste matrix.
The rate model for each cluster is idealized as the sequential components associated with moisture kinematics in capillary, gel and interlayer pores (see Fig. 2 ). The applied mechanical model is analogous to "seepage theory" in which the viscous flow of moisture causes time-dependent deformation. Past research suggests that the viscous flow of water in finer pores may govern long-term creep while condensed water in relatively large capillary pores may chiefly affect short-term deformation (Asamoto and Ishida 2003 , Bazant 1988 , Neville 1970 , 1995 , Wittmann 1982 . Then, the fictitious moisture motion is idealized such that it depends on pore size. In addition, microphysical parameters are modeled with regard to thermo-dynamic state variables such as hydration degree, saturation and temperature, as also shown in Fig. 2 .
The intrinsic force of capillary pressure and solid surface energy is computed in accordance with moisture state as the mechanism driving volume change, and equilibrium between CSH skeleton stresses and the external applied stress must be satisfied. Thus, empirical classification into autogenous/drying shrinkage and basic/drying creep is unnecessary. 
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Some verifications of this analysis against creep data are presented in Fig. 3 . In the case of short-or medium-term deformation, the analytical results agree well with experimental values. In contrast, analytical time-dependent deformation tends to be convergent before 1,000 days, while gradual creep remains in experiments even after 1,000 days. In the model, the long-term mechanical behavior is mainly related to gel water in motion, while capillary water may be dominant in short-term delayed recovery at stress reversal. These results imply that moisture-related time-dependent deformation in fine pores is a more continuous phenomenon than is currently assumed. Against this background, the authors aim to improve the original analytical model, especially by focusing on long-term mechanical behavior under various loading and ambient histories.
Multi-chemo physics of creep

Kinematics of gel water
First, some parameters relating to moisture migration in pores are re-examined with the aim of upgrading the current model (Zhu et al. 2004 ) in view of long-term deformation. A slow irreversible creep is associated with the motion of water in gel pores, while a relatively rapid reversible deformation denoted "delayed elasticity" is affected by the viscous flow of water in capillary pores. In the model, a Kelvin-chain consisting of an elastic spring and a dashpot is applied to the capillary component and a plastic slider with attached dashpot is assigned to the gel, as shown in 
, ,
where, ε c : visco-elastic strain defined on the capillary component, The components are modeled in the same way for deviatoric components. The dashpots, quantified by C c and C g , are related to saturation, porosity, viscosity and temperature, and are mathematically expressed as functions of β S c , β S g , β r c and β T . A series of sensitivity analyses were conducted with the focus on parameters a cc and a cg , which relate closely to creep rates over the short and long term. First, let us focus on dashpot parameter a cg of gel water. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the observed basic creep deformation under sealed conditions is not completed even after more than 1,000 days of loading, while the analytical creep comes close to convergence before 1,000 days. Thus, a cg was simply set to 10 or 100 times the original value. The same tendency was observed in the case of drying shrinkage and drying creep, too.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the firm dashpot for the gel com- (Troxell et al. 1958) (L' Hermite et al. 1965) Fig. 3 Verification of current model in long-term time-dependent deformation.
ponent provides a more reasonable result for long-term creep than the original one, especially when it is set to 10 times the original a cg . However, on the contrary, it gives smaller deformation from 10 to 100 days than observed experimentally. Even with the higher a cg , the creep versus logarithmic time curve exhibits a sinusoidal shape, while the observed result is almost linear. As no moisture evaporation is allowed for in the basic creep analysis, the functions of β S c , β S g are analytically kept constant. Further, pore structures do not significantly change. This means stable β r c because the sustained stress was applied after 28 days when hydration was almost complete. Thus, even if the formulation regarding moisture states and pore-structure formation are re-examined, long-term creep cannot be suitably modeled, and smooth creep in logarithmic time cannot be obtained simply by altering a cg.
Next, we direct our attention at the capillary component, using a smaller a cc to accelerate the short-term creep in the analysis while keeping a cg at 10 times its original value. When the dashpot of the capillary component is reduced to 0.1 or 0.01 times its original size, the creep at 0-10 days just after loading rises but no substantial change occurs in the 10-100 day field (see Fig. 5 ). In fact, visco-elastic strain plays a comparatively small role in overall creep. This indicates that it may be hard to reproduce long-term creep in a reasonable way solely by changing parameters a cc and a cg . To obtain more accurate short-and long-term creep at the same time, more detailed modeling of the gel component is required.
Visco-plasticity for gel water
To refine the creep model based on moisture kinematics in gel pores, the definition of micro-pore spaces needs to be reviewed again. Figure 6 shows the scale definition of gel and capillary pores (Bazant 1988 , Daimon et al. 1977 The short-term deformation increases as a cc decreases
The deformation of this zone is given mainly by visco-elastic deformation ) Maekawa et al. 1999 , Wittmann 1982 (Powers 1965 , Nakarai et al. 2005 . Geometrically, the internal pores of the grains and a small fraction of the inter-particle spaces among the grains are thermodynamically equivalent to the gel pores defined in this study. The size distribution of these gel pores is expressed by a single Raleigh Ritz function in terms of moisture hydro-dynamics. In the original model, the mechanistic properties of the gel component are also expressed as an average of the internal pores and inter-particle micro-spaces. However, in reality, the physical state of moisture in the extremely tiny spaces within CSH gel grains is thought to be much different from that of water in the inter-particle spaces; in such fine pores, water behaves almost as part of the solid. Figure 7 represents a schematic of the moisture migration rate in each pore. The seepage of moisture in macro pores, such as capillary pores, would cause a relatively short-term time-dependent deformation, whereas the water migration in fine pores, such as gel and interlayer pores, may lead to a long-term gradual deformation.
In this study, we let gel pores S denote the internal pore spaces within a CSH gel grain and gel pores L the inter-particle spaces where new hydrate grains can form conditionally. According to previous research, gel pores L are, geometrically, considered to consist of relatively large pores 3 nm or more in diameter (Bazant 1988 , Daimon et al. 1977 , Nakarai et al. 2005 , Wittmann 1982 Daimon et al. 1977 DuCOM definition (Maekawa et al. 1999) Capillary and gel Pore size distribution (radius) Daimon et al. 1977 DuCOM definition (Maekawa et al. 1999) Capillary and gel Pore size distribution (radius) Daimon et al. 1977 DuCOM definition (Maekawa et al. 1999) Capillary and gel Pore size distribution (radius) assumed to be less than 3 nm. Since water molecules in gel pores S are assumed to be firmly confined by Van der Waals and Coulomb forces from the walls of the CSH solid, it may take quite long time for the moisture in gel pores S to reach an equilibrated state under sustained stress.
It has been experimentally suggested that water in fine pores, which non-water liquids cannot infiltrate, causes long-term time-dependent deformation (Asamoto and Ishida 2003) . Thus, in order to classify the seepage of gel pores S and L, the visco-plastic component of the previous rheological model for each cluster is simply divided into two parts, one for relatively short-term behavior and the other for long-term behavior. The divided visco-plastic model is specified by gel pore size. Based on previous research (Bazant 1988 , Neville 1970 , 1995 , Wittmann 1982 , it is assumed that mechanical model for long-term deformation is related to the moisture state in gel pores S while the short-term one depends on the moisture kinematics of gel pores L. A schematic image of this situation is given in Fig. 8 .
The dashpot viscosity and plastic strain limit are tailored for association with pore saturation as well. It is assumed that dry empty pores may rapidly reach converged plasticity while liquid water filled pores may exhibit slow viscous flow. As creep deformation in the submerged state is smaller than when dry and since lower humidity causes greater creep, larger ultimate plastic strain is assumed under severer drying conditions in the model. A summary of dashpot viscosity and convergent plastic strain for each gel pore is given in Fig. 9 .
, which is related to the rate of moisture migration, is simply assumed to be linear with the degree of saturation of gel pores as shown in Fig.  9 . Here, the same function is adopted for both gel pores S and L. According to the Kelvin equation, the moisture in pores of size less than 3 nm can evaporate only under extremely low humidity (RH < 20%) conditions. Thus, the saturation of gel pores S generally takes a value of 100% under moderate ambient conditions and function β S g for moisture in gel pores S remains 1.0. The value of β L g for gel pores L takes a smaller value than in the original model because the distribution of gel pores L does not include the internal space in the CSH gels, so the saturation of gel pores L is less than originally. In addition, to represent the strong confinement of water molecules in gel pores S resulting from force interactions with the CSH solids, the dashpot viscosity parameter a cgS for gel pores S is about one order higher than a cgL for gel pores L. The original value of a cg (=0.864) is assigned to gel pores L and the a cgS of gel pores S is set at 30 times the value in the original model.
The limit plastic strains for gel pores S and L are determined from the total creep limit at infinite time. The convergent strain of visco-elasticity is assumed to be 0.3 times the instantaneous elastic strain in consideration of observed reversible creep (Neville 1959 , Roll 1964 , Rusch et al. 1983 , Yue and Taerwe 1992 . The total ultimate plasticity for gel pores S and L was formerly set at 2.5 times the instantaneous elasticity under the saturated condition, because the creep coefficient ranges from 1 to 6, with 2.5 the typical value (Bazant 1988 , Wittmann 1982 . Here, the ultimate creep coefficient under the saturated condition is assumed to be 2.8 at 20ºC.
Functions χ SgL and χ SgS represent the effect of pore saturation on the creep plastic limit of gel and capillary spaces. From parametric studies, it is assumed that total ultimate plastic strain finally reaches 4.75 times the elastic strain at the time when moisture in the gel pores is lost. As the ultimate plastic creep for each unsaturated state is barely identifiable from experiments, simple functions are assigned as a first approximation such that higher humidity (50-100%) is more sensitive than lower values (0-50%) according to experimental findings of shrinkage (L'Hermite et al. 1965 , Verbeck 1958 . The function related to the visco-elastic limit for capillary pores is modified slightly as well. Details on the formulas for the proposed and original models are summarized in acgs : 30*a cgL (1 order higher than a cgL ) S gel (r≤1.5nm) : saturation of pore (r≤1.5nm) (decrease under severe drying condition) ε glimL : 1.0*σly/E e ·χ sgL (S gel (r>1.5nm))·χ TgL (T) (Arthanari and Yu 1967, England and Ross 1962) , linear functions were adopted as shown in Fig. 9 . The original model simply assumes that the creep rate of gel pores is proportional to the creep potential that is evolved at infinite time (Eq. (2)). The creep potential is also simply assumed from the updated creep plastic strain. To verify the stress path-dependency on creep rate, the authors analytically reproduced the special stress paths shown in Fig. 10 . When the applied stress is partly released, creep evolution is suppressed as the simulation predicts. However, actual creep evolution suppressed further than the prediction, as shown in Fig. 10 . In contrast, the analysis was verified for a history of increasing stress as being of reasonable accuracy. Thus, it is necessary to consider the path-dependent creep rate for more versatile modeling. Here, the concept of equivalent creep denoted by ε g,eq is introduced in a manner similar to the theorem of plasticity as,
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where, ε g : the visco-plastic strain, ε glim : limit value of plastic deformation, ε g,eq equivalent plastic strain, C g : parameter representing viscosity of dashpot, and σ ly : a volumetric stress applied to clusters. When the applied stress is kept constant, the updated plastic creep strain is equal to the equivalent one. The influence of equivalent plastic strain is summarized in Fig. 11 . The above formulation is adapted to both components, gel pores S and L. Although the same mathematical models are set down for the moisture kinematics of gel pores S and L, the dashpot parameters and saturation are associated with the characteristics of the moisture in each pore and result in different plastic flows.
Instantaneous plasticity for interlayer water
Interlayer pores are close to water molecules in size. Thus moisture loss from the pores would cause the interlayer space to close due to the strong surface energy of CSH solids, resulting in instantaneous volumetric contraction. We then describe the instantaneous plasticity related to loss of interlayer water in terms of the saturation of interlayer pores as,
where, ε l : instantaneous plastic strain, a int : constant (assumed as 5.0 x 10 -3 ) and S int : saturation of interlayer pores.
This component is not in flux under normal ambient conditions and has never been directly verified. Recently, Ishida et al. (2005) reported the experimental finding that some of the interlayer water could disperse from Tobermorite sheets even at 40-60ºC, regardless of ambient relative humidity. In order to include hot climates and Fig. 11 Visco-plastic strain model depending on stress history. environments within the model scope, the plasticity dependent on interlayer water migration is required. In this study, the removal of only interlayer water was experimentally tackled. Prismatic mortar specimens measuring 4 x 4 x 16 cm were used. The mix proportion is shown in Table 1 . Before the tests, 90 days of moist curing was carried out. After curing, the specimens were oven dried (at 105ºC) for three different periods: no drying, 2 days and 3 days. As the amount of interlayer water loss may depend on oven drying time, each specimen was assumed to have a different degree of interlayer water saturation. The specimens were then infiltrated with ethanol to extract liquid water from the capillary and gel pores. It can be assumed that specimens retain only interlayer water after extraction. This assumption has been verified in previous research through the fact that the amount of extracted liquid water almost corresponds to the analytical result given by DuCOM for various water-to-cement ratio cases. After extracting all the liquid water from the capillary and gel pores, the specimens were oven dried again. At that time, any drying shrinkage is caused by the evaporation of interlayer water, since the liquid water was previously replaced with ethanol and ethanol in capillary and gel pores cannot result in shrinkage (Asamoto and Ishida 2003) . The experimental results are summarized in Table 2 . The linear relationship between interlayer water saturation and corresponding shrinkage is clearly shown in Fig. 12 .
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Through this experimental study, it was verified that the instantaneous plasticity of interlayer pores is directly associated with the saturation, as formulated in Eq. (4) and given in more generalized form as,
where, ε l : plastic strain of each cluster, φ int : porosity of interlayer pores, S int : saturation of interlayer pores, and E l (=1.22 x 10 4 [µ]): plastic strain per unit porosity. According to calculations using DuCOM, normal concrete with a water-to-cement ratio of 50% has a porosity of about 0.1 after 28 days of moist curing. When the interlayer water is completely lost, as here, the resultant instantaneous plasticity reaches approximately 1200 µ.
Coupling with the enhanced moisture model
In this section, the combining of time-dependent deformation with the newly proposed moisture model is discussed. First, the temperature-dependent moisture model is briefly reviewed and then the results of coupling the models are discussed.
Adsorption-desorption hysteresis at normal temperatures is explained as an inkbottle effect (Maekawa et al. 1999) . It has recently been reported that the isotherm path in the drying phase gradually converges with that in the wetting phase at high temperatures or over a long period at room temperature . Ishida et al. hypothesized that the additional moisture trapped by the inkbottle effect gradually diffuses into adjacent connected pores due to thermodynamic instability. Then, they proposed an enhanced moisture equilibrium and transport model in which the entrapped water can disperse depending on temperature and humidity as, 
where, S c : degree of saturation with condensed water, S ads : degree of saturation due to adsorbed water, S ink : additional entrapped water due to inkbottle effect, r c : pore radius at which an interface between liquid and vapor is created derived from thermo-dynamical equilibrium equation ( ) and pore distribution function, while the adsorbed water volume is calculated by integrating the adsorbed layer thickness based on BET theory. The probability of water entrapment in inkbottle-shaped pores is explained by the chance of intersection of the larger pores with the smaller fully saturated pores in the model. As shown in Eq. (6), this probability is simply assumed to be proportional to the ratio of the volume of completely saturated pores and the volume of pores radius r (r>r c ). Mathematically, the volume of inkbottle pores is expressed by the degree of saturation with condensed water.
A temperature-dependent model of interlayer water is also proposed as shown in Fig. 13 . The amount water molecules dispersion from interlayer pores depends on temperature and has little relationship with humidity in the model based on the experimental findings as explained in previous section.
By coupling the above with the proposed time-dependent deformation model, the instantaneous plastic strain caused by the loss of interlayer water is computed in the dry state at elevated temperatures of 40-60°C. In the computation, the dispersion of moisture trapped by the inkbottle effect promotes the varying moisture in capillary and gel pores because the dashpot viscosity and creep limit depend on pore saturation as stated in Section 3.2. This result seems reasonable, since greater drying creep under higher temperatures is experimentally observed.
Regarding drying shrinkage, however, it has been reported that higher temperatures lead to greater shrinkage Numao 1992, Numao and Mihashi 1991) while the authors (2005) and Cebeci et al. (1989) have reported that ultimate drying shrinkage at high temperatures differs little from that at normal temperatures. To look into this, drying shrinkage at elevated temperatures is investigated with the proposed model, comparing results with and without use of the enhanced moisture model. Figure 14 shows the analytical results for drying shrinkage and moisture loss at a variety of temperatures. When dispersion of moisture held by the inkbottle effect is not taken into account, drying shrinkage at higher temperatures is greater. However, against reality, moisture loss is little different at each temperature and the weight loss at 60ºC is less than that at 20ºC and 40ºC. This is because the hydration reaction accelerates at elevated temperatures and ambient moisture is adsorbed by the hydration reaction. On the other hand, with the new moisture model, ultimate shrinkage at elevated temperatures is almost the same as at normal temperatures or smaller than that at normal temperature, and both shrinkage and moisture loss coincide with the reality. This demonstrates that it is more rational and realistic to couple the proposed mechanical model with the new moisture model.
Let us examine this apparently weak dependence on temperature from a micro-physical viewpoint. The multi-scale and multi-chemo physical modeling yields the stress-free shrinkage as, The diffusion of water trapped in inkbottle-shaped pores decreases the saturation in capillary and gel pores and results in a smaller value for parameter β. The decline in β provides the decrease in shrinkage stress. According to Eq. (7), pore pressure is less affected by absolute temperature. With the enhanced moisture model, the amount of drying shrinkage at high temperatures is not significantly larger than that at normal temperatures for a given relative humidity.
Verification
Using available data, we aim for a systematic experimental verification of the model. To simulate the drying creep of concrete specimens, non-uniform profiles of both moisture and local stresses have to be simultaneously solved as a structural problem. This was achieved by carrying out finite element analysis for the coupled mass transport and stress-strain fields (Maekawa et al. 1999) . The standard mesh used for finite discretization is shown in Fig. 15 . Although a finer mesh is used in the case of larger specimens, the prismatic or cylindrical mesh geometry is similar to that shown in Fig. 15 for all cases.
All computational results of time-dependency are coupled with the latest moisture model.
Time-dependence at normal temperatures 4.1.1 Shrinkage
Drying shrinkage is first discussed. The right side of Fig.  16 shows predictions made with the enhanced model proposed in this study while the left gives the results obtained with the previous one (Zhu et al. 2004) for comparison. There is no significant difference between model predictions and reality. Although the plastic flow of gel pores S provides steady shrinkage, overall shrinkage is almost convergent after 1,000 days because the viscous flow provoked by moisture migration is quite slow under small shrinkage stresses. This tendency corresponds to reality. It is concluded that the proposed model can simulate drying shrinkage reasonably at these temperatures, just like the original model.
Basic creep
Regarding basic creep with no drying, slight differences between analysis and experiment are observed as for instantaneous stiffness. The microphysical model (Maekawa et al. 1999 ) is based on normal use of current cement and aggregates. On the contrary, most of the experiments used for the verification were conducted in the 1960s-70s, so the exact properties of the cement and aggregates cannot be ascertained. They appear to be slightly different from current ones. Consequently, in the verification process, the elastic stiffness of cement hydrates in Eq. (1) was inversely adjusted from the experimental instantaneous stiffness, and the resulting time-dependent strain was compared. Figure 17 shows the experimental data alongside the analytical results. The installation of the new gel component results in a more realistic prediction over the long term. In the case of low W/C, the analysis overestimates the experimental results (by Komendant et al) . One of the reasons can be attributed to the accuracy of the moisture equilibrium model, which simulates the drop of internal relative humidity due to self-desiccation. In this analysis, the computed relative humidity inside pores reaches about 73 % at 1000 days of age. Nakarai et al. (2005) reported that the pore humidity predicted by the model under sealed conditions is slightly smaller than the experiment, especially in the case of low water-to-cement ratio. The authors understand that a comprehensive study to improve other thermodynamic models as well as the time-dependent constitutive model should enhance overall accuracy of the system.
Drying creep
The initial stiffness of the drying creep cases was inversely identified from the experimental value in a similar way. A comparison between analysis and experiment is shown in Fig. 18 . The proposed model simulates slow continuous creep reasonably through the gradual viscous flow of moisture in the fine gel pores S. However, creep evolution is as smooth as in the experimental observations, especially when the ambient relative humidity is as low as 50%. It will be necessary to improve the modeling of drying creep rate at low humidity in future. 
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Experiment (Komendant et al. 1976) Experiment (Troxell et al. 1958 ) Let us focus on the long-term total deformation (creep + shrinkage) and shrinkage under drying conditions separately. Figure 19 compares analytical results obtained by the proposed model and available experimental data. In the experiments, recovery of shrinkage was observed from 400 days to 1,000 days in both high and low relative humidity cases. Our analytical result also reproduces the recovery of time-dependent deformation. This is because moisture trapped by the inkbottle effect disperses gradually and the internal stress decreases as stated in Eq. (7) even while the pore pressure remains the same at vapor-liquid equilibrium. Figure 20 shows the mechanism of internal stress reduction. This experimental finding enables us to verify our assumption that extremely gradual dispersion of trapped water can occur even at room temperature. However, the recovery given by the analysis is more continuous than that in the experiment, especially in the case of RH=50%. This can be explained as followings.
Carbonation shrinkage can occur under long-term drying and it has been reported to cause an ongoing volume change (Verbeck 1958 , Wittmann 1982 ) that lasts a long time. It is plausible that carbonation shrinkage may exceed the rate of recovery related to dispersion of the entrapped water, so the observed time-dependent deformation does not recover. Since the current analytical model does not include the effects of carbonation shrinkage, a further investigation involving integration of a carbonation model will be necessary.
Time-dependence at high temperatures
First we consider basic creep at high temperatures. As moisture cannot escape to the outside, the accelerated moisture kinematics at high temperatures can be examined from a viewpoint of elevated Gibbs energy. Next, drying shrinkage and creep at high temperatures are investigated. As discussed in Section 3.4, accelerated and specific moisture evaporation at high temperatures provides for a rational prediction of the time-dependency of cementitious materials.
Basic creep at high temperatures
Creep accelerates greatly at high temperatures. In the model, the effect of temperature is represented by parameters χ TgS and χ TgL in regard to Gibbs energy, as shown in Fig. 9 .
The new component associated with moisture in gel pores S also provides reasonable results for long-term basic creep at high temperatures, as shown in Fig. 21 . However, the analysis underestimates short-term creep as temperature increases. This may be attributed to the temperature sensitivity function β(T) in Eq. (1) being common to both capillary pores, gel pores L and gel pores S (see Fig. 9 ). It is plausible that the rate of moisture Drying shrinkage (Expt.) Fig. 19 Verification of long-term deformation (experiment: Troxell et al. 1958) .
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Vapor-liquid equilibrium state Fig. 20 Mechanism of the internal stress decrease. migration in each pore at elevated temperatures might be different. It might be possible in the future to upgrade the model to include the temperature sensitivity of the transport coefficient in each type of pore from micrometer to angstrom level. Figure 22 compares experimental data (Asamoto and Ishida 2005) with analytical results of drying shrinkage at high temperatures, while Fig. 23 represents the corresponding moisture loss. When dispersion of the trapped water is taken into account, the analytical results show reasonable tendencies of both drying shrinkage and moisture loss.
Drying shrinkage at high temperatures
However, the analysis shows a recovery of drying shrinkage in the case of high water-to-cement ratio. This can be explained by the same mechanism as shown in Fig.  20 . Moisture evaporation is much greater at high temperatures and this results in the vapor-liquid phase quickly reaching an equilibrium state. Then, if the trapped water in inkbottle-shaped pores disperses, the internal stress can decrease according to Eq. (7). There has been no experimental evidence that drying shrinkage recovers at high temperatures.
Currently, the decrease in internal stress resulting from gradual dispersion of water trapped in geometrically complex pores is able to model the ultimate drying shrinkage at high temperatures reasonably. The apparent drying shrinkage recovery in the analysis is related to mix proportion or drying conditions, and does not occur in some cases as shown in Fig. 14 . Moreover, other factors such as carbonation may also affect observed shrinkage. Therefore, a more explicit explanation can be expected if the simulation is integrated with other microphysical models before further experimental verification. 
Drying creep at high temperatures
Figure 24 compares our analysis with experiments. In the case of a short-term experiment by Gross (1973) , the analytical result provides a reasonable prediction. However, the analysis overestimates the experimental results obtained by Arthanari and Yue (1967) ; the analytical creep rate appears to be greater than the experimental one. Concerning the experiment, the reported biaxial test data were transformed into equivalent uniaxial values assuming a Poisson's ratio of 0.2. Further, the ambient relative humidity of both experiments was not mentioned in the original paper and we simply assumed the same value as in Bazant's estimation (Bazant and Panula 1979) . Thus, detailed investigation is somewhat difficult although the overall behavior is correctly generated by the model. Here, it can be concluded that the temperature dependence of drying creep can be reproduced in outline by this analysis.
Creep deformation under decreasing stress
Creep deformation under decreasing stress is investigated. Figure 25 compares analytical results with experimental data under decreasing stress. As compared with the analytical results given by the previous model, the proposed model gives a better simulation of basic creep deformation under decreasing stress because of the introduction of equivalent strain, as shown in Eq. (3). However, since this is a very limited comparison with experimental data, further verification of the concept is required through comparisons with experimental results.
Conclusions
In this research, an enhanced multi-chemo-physical model for the time-dependent deformation of concrete is proposed through consideration of the thermodynamic state of moisture in micro-pores. Through sensitivity analysis, it was shown that the earlier model was unable to reproduce long-term creep deformation in a reasonable way. To enhance the model, the moisture migration mechanism is divided into moisture transport through the internal pores of CSH gel grains and water in motion within the inter-particle spaces of hydrate micro-products. By installing the new gel component for slow moisture migration through the gel grains into the model, predictions of long-term creep deformation were improved remarkably. Coupling of the proposed model with the latest moisture model leads to reasonable simulations of time-dependent deformation under extremely long-term drying at room temperature. Further, an enhanced mechanistic law of stress path dependency is also introduced to cope with a wide variety of possible stress histories. Under decreasing stress conditions, the proposed model is able to simulate creep deformation more accurately than the earlier model. Time dependence at higher temperatures is also investigated using current high-accuracy thermo-hygro dynamics. Instantaneous plasticity as directly affected by evaporating moisture from the inter-layers between CSH crystals is incorporated into the predictive system. In the case of basic creep under sealed conditions, the proposed Fig. 10, Fig. 26, and Fig. 27 .
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